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Abstract

Aims—To investigate the expression of the human ccn3 (hccn3; nov) proto-oncogene, a member of the CCN family of proteins, in prostate epithelial cells and prostate tissue samples.

Methods—Normal adult prostate luminal epithelial cells immortalised by SV40 large T (PNT1A and PNT1B), metastatic tumours (LNCaP; DU-145, and PC-3), and prostate tissue samples from patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and prostatic adenocarcinoma were used. hccn3 (nov) mRNA was measured by the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and hCCN3 (NOV) protein expression was determined by immunohistochemistry.

Results—hccn3 (nov) RNA values were higher in PC-3 cells than in the other prostate cell lines. The immortalised normal cell lines either did not express hccn3 (nov) RNA (PNT1B) or expressed very low amounts (PNT1A). BPH samples expressed variable amounts of hccn3 (nov) RNA. With the use of immunocytochemistry, all cell lines except PNT1A and PNT1B were shown to contain hCCN3 (NOV) protein. hCCN3 (NOV) was localised mainly in the epithelial compartment of BPH and adenocarcinoma samples, and there was evidence of luminal secretion.

Conclusion—The overexpression of hccn3 (nov) RNA in cancer cell lines compared with other cell lines and its epithelial localisation in human prostate samples are consistent with a role for hCCN3 (NOV) in prostatic tumorigenesis.
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Prostatic adenocarcinoma is one of the most common cancers in the developed world. Despite the high incidence and numerous studies, the molecular basis of its initiation and progression remains unclear (for review see Kallioniemi and Visakorpi1). Nevertheless, several cytogenetic studies have shown that a gain of chromosome 8q is the most frequent chromosomal abnormality seen in prostate carcinoma and in its precursor, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (for review see Bostwick and colleagues2). Gain of chromosome 8q is seen in prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, and primary, recurrent, and metastatic prostatic carcinoma, with a positive correlation with the pathological stage and the Gleason score.3–5

Altering the short arm of chromosome 8 may be important for the initiation or progression of prostate cancer. For instance, overexpression of the c-myc gene, localised on chromosome 8q, has been documented in prostate cancer when compared with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) or normal tissue.6–8 Amplification, rearrangement, and increased expression of c-myc were also detected in the human prostate carcinoma cell lines LNCaP and PC-3, and the SV40 large T antigen immortalised cell line PNT1A.9–10 Interestingly, the human ccn3 (hccn3; nov) gene is localised on chromosome 8q24.1, proximal to c-myc.11 Therefore, genetic alterations of this gene may contribute to prostate tumorigenesis.

The ccn3 (nov) proto-oncogene (nephroblastoma overexpressed gene) has been characterised from avian nephroblastoma, where it was expressed in all samples tested and in the kidney at the embryonic stage,12 but only in small amounts in adult normal kidneys.13–14 The hCCN3 (NOV) protein is structurally related to a family of early response proteins that probably play a role in cell growth regulation. It is a member of the growing family of secreted regulatory proteins termed CCN.15–16 This family of proteins initially comprised CCN3 (NOV), CCN2 (CTGF; connective tissue growth factor),17 and CCN1 (CYR61),18 but now includes several other members such as CCN4 (ELM1/WISP-1), CCN5, and CCN6.19 The comparative analysis of their primary structure has established that they are mosaic proteins that contain 38 conserved cysteine residues and four structural motifs, namely: (1) an insulin-like growth factor (IGF) binding protein (IGFBP) module, (2) a von Willebrand type C module probably involved in oligomerisation, (3) a thrombospondin (type 1 repeat) module thought to be involved in the interaction with extracellular matrix molecules, and (4) a C-terminal motif proposed to represent a dimerisation domain. Despite the presence of an IGFBP domain, the hCCN3 (NOV) protein should be considered distinct from the human IGFBP family.20 The primary function of the CCN proteins is not to bind IGF but to interact with extracellular matrix or cell membranes, or to regulate in both positive and negative ways the action of other growth factors, such as fibroblast growth factor 2 and transforming growth factor β (TGF-β), the actions of which are enhanced by CCN1 (CYR61).21–23 CCN2 (CTGF) is also a downstream target of the TGF-β signalling pathway.24

The hccn3 (nov) gene encodes a putative 32 kDa secreted protein (44–48 kDa in cell culture), which can be glycosylated.14–15 The hCCN3 (NOV) protein is detected in vivo as an extracellular matrix associated protein.25 An N-terminal truncated isoform of hCCN3 (NOV) has been detected in the conditioned medium of cells expressing hCCN3 (NOV),
either endogenously or ectopically, and in the nucleus of human cancer cells. The expression of the hccn3 (nov) gene has been investigated in several tumours. In Wilms’s tumour it was raised in various histological types of tumours, with an inverse correlation with WT-1 gene expression. Ex vivo assays confirmed that hccn3 (nov) was a potential target of WT-1, which downregulated its expression. Early experiments established that the overexpression of ccn3 (nov) in normal chicken embryonic fibroblasts has an inhibitory effect on cell growth in vitro, whereas expression of an N-terminal truncated form of CCN3 (NOV) results in the induction of morphological transformation. Moreover, the expression of ccn3 (nov) was associated with cell quiescence and was downregulated on induction of cell proliferation after serum or tetradecanoyl phorbol acetate induction and oncogenic transformation of chicken embryo fibroblasts. The hCCN3 (NOV) protein could be a negative regulator of cell growth that can antagonise the stimulatory effects of CCN2 (CTGF) and CCN1 (CYR61). Therefore, genetic or functional alterations of the hccn3 (nov) gene and protein could be involved in prostate tumorigenesis.

To determine whether hccn3 (nov) is involved in prostatic tumorigenesis we examined its expression in prostate cell lines derived from normal and tumorigenic tissues, in BPH and in primary and metastatic prostatic adenocarcinoma. Our results show that hccn3 (nov) RNA and protein are differentially expressed in normal and cancer cell lines and that the hCCN3 (NOV) protein is localised mainly in the epithelial compartment of prostate tissue samples. Accordingly, the differential expression of the hccn3 (nov) gene may be an important event in prostate tumorigenesis.

**Materials and methods**

**CELL LINES AND HUMAN TISSUES**

PNT1A and PNT1B are normal adult epithelial prostate cells immortalised by SV40 T antigen. These cell lines have retained epithelial and differentiation markers such as cytokeratin 18–19, prostatic acid phosphatase, prostatic specific antigen, and androgen receptors. PC-3, DU-145, and LNCaP are epithelial prostate cancer cell lines derived from metastases to lymph node, brain, and bone, respectively, and were purchased from the ATCC, Rockville, Maryland, USA. All cell lines were grown in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal calf serum, 2mM L-glutamine and 10mM Hepes (Life Technology, Paisley, UK) at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ enriched atmosphere.

Human tissue was obtained by transurethral resection from six men with benign nodular hyperplasia of the prostate (median age, 75 years; range, 67–83), by transurethral resection or radical prostatectomy from 20 cases of primary adenocarcinoma of the prostate (median age, 75 years; range, 54–91), and from four cases of metastatic carcinoma, three within prostate cells immortalised by SV40 T antigen. Therefore, genetic or functional alterations of the hccn3 (nov) gene and protein could be involved in prostate tumorigenesis. Our results show that hccn3 (nov) RNA and protein are differentially expressed in normal and tumorigenic tissues, in BPH and in primary and metastatic prostatic adenocarcinoma. Therefore, genetic or functional alterations of the hccn3 (nov) gene may be an important event in prostate tumorigenesis.

**IMMUNOCHEMISTRY**

For immunocytochemistry, prostate cell lines were grown in chamber slides (Lab-Tek; Nunc, Merck, Leicester, UK) to 70% confluence. Cells were washed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and permeabilised in methanol/acetoac (2/1) for 10 minutes at 4°C, and then washed twice with PBS.

Human tissue was fixed in 10% unbuffered formal saline and embedded in paraffin wax. Sections were cut at 4–5 μm. Paraffin wax sections were dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated through a graded series of alcohol into distilled water. Endogenous peroxidase activity was quenched by incubation in 3% H₂O₂ for 30 minutes, followed by a water rinse. Microwave assisted antigen retrieval was performed in 0.01M sodium citrate (pH 6), for three cycles of five minutes (medium/low setting), followed by...
cooling to 50°C and a final round of microwaving for five minutes, cooling, and a final rinse in water.

For both cell culture and human tissue, non-specific binding sites were blocked by incubation in 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS for two hours at room temperature in a humidified atmosphere. Subsequently, cell preparations and sections were incubated overnight with the specific anti-hCCN3 (NOV) antibody (K19M) at a 1/500 dilution in 3% BSA in PBS at 4°C. This was followed by three washes of five minutes in PBS, incubation in horseradish peroxidase conjugated goat antirabbit secondary antibody at a dilution of 1/200 (Dako, Ely, UK) in 3% BSA in PBS for one hour. After three washes in PBS, the peroxidase enzyme reaction was developed with an AEC staining kit (Sigma Aldrich, Poole, Dorset, UK). Cells and tissues samples were counterstained in haematoxylin for 15 seconds. Sections were mounted with Glycergel (Dako) under glass coverslips. Controls consisted of incubation leaving out the primary antibody or using a rabbit immunoglobulin fraction prepared from sera of non-immunised rabbits (Dako). The hCCN3 (NOV) stained sections showed no non-specific staining and the two controls (no primary antibody and non-specific primary antibody) were both negative.

Results

EXPRESSION OF hCCN3 (NOV) RNA BY PROSTATE CELL LINES AND BPH SAMPLES

By means of RT-PCR using primers specific for exon 2 of the hccn3 (nov) transcript, we showed that hccn3 (nov) RNA is expressed in all prostate cancer cell lines. One immortalised prostate cell line, PNT1A, showed a very faint amplification product for hccn3 (nov) (fig 1). PNT1B did not express the hccn3 (nov) transcript. The PC-3 cancer cell lines expressed the highest amounts of the transcript. For BPH samples, RT-PCR was performed at least twice for each sample and results were compared with both GAPDH values and total RNA by gel electrophoresis. Figure 2 shows representative PCR results. Four of the six patients expressed the hccn3 (nov) transcript. The absence of DNA contamination was confirmed by PCR carried out on a sample where the reverse transcription step was performed in the absence of reverse transcriptase (not shown).

EXPRESSION OF hCCN3 (NOV) PROTEIN BY PROSTATE CELL LINES

Immunocytochemical studies demonstrated hCCN3 (NOV) protein in all cancer cell lines (fig 3A–C). hCCN3 (NOV) was localised in the cytoplasm of the cell, mainly in perinuclear granules. The intensity of staining varied between cells in an individual culture. Most cells showed moderate to strong immunoreactivity, but some showed weak or no staining. There was no obvious difference in the quality or intensity of staining for hCCN3 (NOV) between positive prostate cell lines. Normal SV40 immortalised cell lines PNT1A and PNT1B did not stain positive (fig 3D), consistent with their lack of expression of RNA (PNT1B) or very low expression (PNT1A).

DETECTION OF hCCN3 (NOV) PROTEIN IN BPH SAMPLES

Immunohistochemical staining for hCCN3 (NOV) showed moderate to strong staining of acinar epithelial cells (fig 3E,F); it was cytoplasmic and had a reticulated, granular, or lumpy quality. In some cells, it was most pronounced in the periacinar cytoplasm. In some glands, the luminal contents (fig 3E) and luminal macrophages were weakly to moderately positive for hCCN3 (NOV). Luminal secretion staining for hCCN3 (NOV) was probably the result of apical secretion by acinar epithelial cells (fig 3F). Basal cells were difficult to interpret but some (perhaps a minority) did seem to be positive for hCCN3 (NOV) (fig 3F). Vascular endothelial cells, nerves, and stromal smooth muscle cells were focally immunoreactive for hCCN3.
(NOV). Endothelial cell and nerve cell staining was moderate to strong, and that of smooth muscle cells was weak to moderate. Stromal macrophages showed lumpy moderate to strong cytoplasmic staining, particularly in foci of granulomatous prostatitis in one patient.

DETECTION OF hCCN3 (NOV) PROTEIN IN PRIMARY PROSTATIC ADENOCARCINOMA

Nineteen of the 20 cases of primary prostatic adenocarcinoma showed some immunohistochemical staining for hccn3 (nov) (fig 3G,H).

Staining was patchy and variable in intensity. Tumour cells showed granular, cytoplasmic immunoreactivity, similar to that seen in normal and hyperplastic acinar cells. Some glands showed diffuse staining of their contents or dense, ring-like staining related to glandular lumina (fig 3H).

The 20 cases contained 31 Gleason patterns (table 1). There was no obvious relation between quality or intensity of staining for hCCN3 (NOV) and Gleason pattern.

Figure 3
Immunocytochemical localisation of the human CCN3 (NOV) protein in prostate cell lines (A–D), benign nodular hyperplasia of the prostate (E,F), and adenocarcinoma of the prostate (G,H). The cell lines are: (A) PC-3, (B) DU-145, (C) LNCaP, and (D) PNT1B; original magnification, ×200. (E) Dilated glands in benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) showing immunostaining of lining epithelium and luminal contents; original magnification, ×200. (F) Strong apical staining of epithelial cells and focal, weaker staining of basal cells (arrows) in BPH; original magnification, ×300. (G) Gleason pattern 3 adenocarcinoma of the prostate showing cytoplasmic immunostaining for hCCN3 (NOV); original magnification, ×200. (H) Ring-like staining of lumina in prostatic adenocarcinoma; original magnification, ×300.
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Table 1  Immunohistochemical detection of human CCN3 (hCCN3; NOV) protein in human primary adenocarcinoma of the prostate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gleason pattern</th>
<th>Stained for hCCN3</th>
<th>Not stained for hCCN3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28 (90%)</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paraffin wax sections were immunostained with either the hCCN3 (NOV) specific antibody (K19M) or a rabbit immunoglobulin fraction prepared from sera of non-immunised rabbits.

DETECTION OF hCCN3 (NOV) PROTEIN IN METASTATIC PROSTATIC ADENOCARCINOMA

The three lymph node metastases showed focal cellular and glandular luminal staining, similar to that seen in primary tumours. Residual lymphoid cells in the lymph nodes did not stain for hCCN3 (NOV). The pleural metastasis showed no staining, but this sample was the only one obtained at necropsy, and there could be a technical reason for this negative result.

Discussion

hCCN3 (NOV) is a founding member of the CCN family of proteins. It can bind IGF, but with a very low affinity, and it seems that its role in vivo is associated with other functions, yet to be determined. We found that hccn3 (nov) RNA and protein were expressed in human prostate tissue and cell lines. Our PCR experiments showed that hccn3 (nov) mRNA expression is mainly restricted to prostate cancer cell lines. The two normal immortalised prostate epithelial cells used in our study either showed very low mRNA expression or no expression at all. These results were confirmed by immunocytochemistry (fig 3A–D). For the cancer cell lines, overexpression of hccn3 (nov) message in the PC-3 cell line was seen when compared with other prostate cell lines. This cell line, which shows an amplification of c-myc (proximal to hccn3 (nov)), induces tumour formation and metasteses in nude mice. It is worth noting that the glandular secretions were also labelled, implying that hCCN3 (NOV) is an exported protein. Prostatic epithelial cells display apocrine secretion, accounting for the positive reaction of the luminal contents. If luminal macrophages ingested such material, it would explain their immunohistochemical staining.

The function of hCCN3 (NOV) in the prostatic fluid remains unclear. It would be useful to measure hCCN3 (NOV) concentrations in seminal fluid to determine whether it could be used as a marker of biochemical changes that underlie the initiation of hyperplastic changes and perhaps the preneoplastic state.

Few data are available about the expression and role of the CCN proteins in prostate tissue. In the case of Mac25, which is not considered a member of the CCN family, but shares their IGFBP domain, Hwa et al suggest that its expression is diminished in prostate tumorigenesis, whereas Degeorges and colleagues showed that Mac25 is expressed in both in situ and invasive prostate neoplasms, but not typically in normal secretory or BPH epithelium. However, no correlation was found between immunoreactivity for Mac25 and the Gleason grade of the neoplasm. This pattern of expression of Mac25 is similar to the one we observed for the hCCN3 (NOV) protein. Pilarsky et al have shown that the cancer cell lines DU-145 and PC-3 expressed only small amounts of CCN1 (CYR61), and no CCN1 (CYR61) was detected in the LNCaP cell line. Moreover, the expression of CCN1 (CYR61) protein is restricted to the epithelium of benign prostate tissue, whereas prostate cancer tissue showed a pronounced decrease of CCN1 (CYR61) protein expression. It has been suggested that ccn1 (cyr61) expression is inversely related to hccn (nov) expression, implying opposite functions for CCN1 (CYR61) and hCCN3 (NOV). The
high amounts of hCCN3 (NOV) protein that we detected by immunocytochemistry in the cancer cell lines strengthens this hypothesis. It is intriguing that the CCN1 (CYR61) and HCCN3 (NOV) expression patterns in the prostate cell lines and tissues are the opposite to what is predicted on the basis of their reported expression in growing versus quiescent cells in culture. However, the coordinate regulation of CCN1 (CYR61) and HCCN3 (NOV) in prostate cell lines and tissues suggests the idea that a CCN1 (CYR61)/HCCN3 (NOV) regulatory axis exists and that it is connected with prostate tumorigenesis.

The role of HCCN3 (NOV) in prostatic neoplasia remains unclear. It could be related to binding of IGF, but HCCN3 (NOV) binds IGF in vitro with a 100–1000 times lower affinity than authentic IGFBP. This does not exclude the possibility that HCCN3 (NOV) binds to other growth factors or proteins that have yet to be identified. Recently, The C-ter domain of HCCN3 (NOV) was found to interact with the extracellular matrix protein fibulin 1C in a yeast two hybrid assay. This is consistent with a function in protein–protein interaction for this domain and for the HCCN3 (NOV) protein.

We conclude that the differential expression of hCCN3 (NOV) RNA and protein in prostate cell lines and tissues may mean that this proto-oncogene is involved in prostate tumorigenesis. We suggest that hCCN3 (NOV) may act as a modulator of stromal–epithelial interactions mediated by peptide growth, enhancing or lessening their effects on cell growth and function. Our results emphasize the importance of investigating the expression and regulation of the CCN proteins in prostate disease. Further analysis of hccn3 (nov) expression in normal prostate specimens and samples at different stages of disease will help to establish a putative association between prostate cancer and hccn3 (nov) expression and further our understanding of prostate tumour development and progression.
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